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- Nanak Shah Fakir (NSF) is a film based on life and life. In this film,
the connection between Nana-Shakyamuni, the Buddha Shakyasavanra

and Nanak, his disciple - a man who first became a Buddhist, is
explored. - Mooji (MSB) - A film that tells about the success of

representatives of a network of non-governmental organizations in the
countries of Central Asia. The task of the organization is to educate

people, work in the sectors of the economy, in the social sphere, work
among young people, environmental problems, legal education. The
biography of Jesus Christ is the beginning of Christianity, its origin,
holiness, its meaning, authorship, its cult and, most importantly, its

miracle. Life and death of Jesus Christ, his place in history, Jesuses from
East and West. The Bible is the fundamental Book of books that

contains Divine messages and stories. The beginning of the Bible is
Genesis, namely the history of the creation of man. The first book of
Holy Scripture is the Old Testament. The Word of God is "in all the

earth and among all peoples." - Bhagavad-Gita - When we read the Gita,
we hear the voice of God - Krishna. It is the voice of God that was sent
in ancient times to develop humanity and save humanity. Spirituality -
The quality that lies in the true understanding of oneself, one's purpose
in life. This is the ability to reveal one's personal qualities in order to

show them in society. This is the process of developing personal
qualities and finding harmony with oneself. Blog about psychology and

relationships - A blog about life and people. Here you can find
relationship psychology, psychologist consultations, articles on

psychology, history, share personal history, read online books, watch
videos Our history - The world has experienced turbulent events and

each subsequent era was richer than the previous one. In the 6th century
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AD Hindu people were born in India. In the era of Gandhi, the
principles of non-violence, world peace, the movement for

independence, the concept of "race for race" arose. This period is called
the era of great change. This book is a unique collection of living stories

about animals, which does not carry any advertising and politics. Its
popularity among readers and those who are just about to open their own
business. This book has nothing to do with advertising and politics. They
are just good stories with good endings. The Boris and Gleb Foundation
(BGBF) is a charitable foundation that began its activities in 2000. Its

main task is to help children who have suffered from abuse. BGBF also
financially supports
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